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Detection of partial occlusions of assembled components
to simplify the disassembly tasks

Abstract An automatic disassembly cell requires of a
computer vision system for recognition and localization of
the products and each of theirs components. The detection
of occlusions adds more information to the knowledge base
to identify components and products, and generate a
trustworthy and precise relational model (generic graph of
hierarchic relations among the different components that
make up the product). In this paper, a method to detect
partial occlusions in assembled components is presented.
This method is based on the fusion of regions and edges
information, and it offers a certain degree of simplification
for the recognition and modelled of the disassembly tasks,
of the set of components which compose the product. The
proposed approach to detect regions is a hybrid approach
between RGB and HSV spaces. The bi-dimensional his-
togram V/S is employed for the selection of the appropriate
thresholds which serve as an aid to diminish the influence
of the highlights and shadows in images. The goal of this
paper is to present an approach for the detection of
occlusions in assembled components from a combination
of HSV and RGB spaces, a bi-dimensional histogram and
an edge detector.

Keywords Assembled components . Bi-dimensional
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1 Introduction

In industrial applications, computer vision techniques have
been, and are being widely used. They also play an
important role in many fields as well as in disassembly
tasks. In robotic settings of disassembly systems, two
important problems arise regarding computer vision: rec-
ognition and location [1, 2].

The designing and building of systems or machines
which are able to perceive and interpret a complex scene as
a set of assembled components which compose a product is
a challenge for industry and man. Thus, man tries to build
systems for interpreting, in a similar way to a human eye
and brain, the images captured by cameras. It has been and
will be an important field of research because objects
recognition is an extremely complicated task.

The typical problems in objects recognition have been
widely treated in Literature [3–5], and a lot of them take a
special importance when the recognition process imply to
identify a set of assembled components of an object [6–8].
In these cases, difficulties such as occlusions, deforma-
tions, highlights or shadows, appear.

The recognition of assembled object-components from
images of cameras is limited when the system is not able to
see all their area. Thus, an object-component can cover a
portion of area of another object-component which has to
be identified to disassemble it, with the disadvantage this
one is not absolutely visible. This problem is known in
computer vision like overlapping. Moreover, a component
can hide part of itself by its own geometry. This is the
property of opacity of a lot of objects.

It is necessary not to forget that an object or component
can partially be occluded by its shadow or the shadow of
another object which makes difficult the interaction with
the first one. Furthermore, problems such as the produced
highlights when the light affects certain surfaces make
difficult to determine the type of component due to the loss
of the homogeneity feature of the object surfaces.

In particular, the occlusions acquire certain importance
when a system of vision, on the one hand, looks for
determining if they exist or not in the object-component
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that compose an assembly. And, on the other hand, once
the occlusions have been detected by the system, de-
termining what part of the object-component has to be
required to extract the features of the image, and compare
with some models of object-components to resolve the
recognition process.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the colour spaces and bi-dimensional histogram
used to segment the colour images. In Section 3, we
discuss the thresholding of the images and the differences
between the segmentations depending on the colour
space employed, RGB, HSV or hybrid approach RGB-
HSV. Section 4 describes the way to detect zones of
possible occlusions or overlappings from the data ob-
tained by the segmentation and the edges detection.
Finally we summarize our work and propose some future
work in Section 5.

2 Colour spaces and segmentation tools

A colour space is a three-dimensional body used to rep-
resent some colour organization according to a particular
choice of three coordinates that describe colour. The rep-
resentation of the colour is not a trivial problem, and its
election influences the way the colour is used and its ef-
fectiveness for segmentation process. From this fact, colour
has been organized in different colour spaces. In this
section, we introduce two different colour spaces, RGB and
HSV [9, 10], employed for segmenting several object-
components from captured images in a disassembly pro-
cess. The colour segmentation has been widely studied, and
a lot of research about this field appears in the literature
[11–13]. Such spaces are commented on next.

2.1 Representation of colour

RGB space is the colour space better known and used in
most video and photography colour cameras. Working with
the same colour space that video cameras employ to
capture and digitalize images is very interesting, because it
permits to avoid the modification of the features of the
colours during the information retrieval in segment pro-
cesses. The typical mistakes, source of these modifications,
are caused by the conversion and transformation processes.
In addition, working with this space has the advantage of
reducing the processing speed due to the saving of op-
erations in the computation.

RGB space is represented geometrically as a cube where
each colour is defined by the mixture of intensity values of
the three primary colours, red, green and blue. Each colour
is determined by an array of 3-coordinates. The black is
represented with (r,g,b)=(0,0,0) and the white is (r,g,b)=
(255,255,255). And, the achromatic range of the grey scale
is identified on the cube diagonal.

The HSV model is another approach of colour space
[10], but it has a more classical and intuitive representa-
tion among all shown in the literature in the last years. Its

geometric interpretation is represented by a cone with
quasi-hexagonal base. With this colour space, each colour
is defined by three basic components: hue, saturation and
intensity of brightness. The hue, hHSV, determines the value
of chromaticity or type of colour, the saturation, sHSV, ref-
erences the wavelengths, which added to colour frequen-
cy, determine the amount of white into a colour. The less
saturated the whiter this colour will be and the more
saturated the less white it will be. Then, the saturation
represents the purity and intensity of any colour. Thus, the
lack of saturation is given by the axis of the HSV cone and
it represents the grey scale from white to black. The
intensity of brightness, vHSV, identifies the subjective ap-
preciation of clarity or darkness. The HSV model is one of
so many models of type LHS (lightness, hue, saturation)
based on the mix and it specifies colours using tints,
shades, and tones.

When a colour image has to be represented with the HSV
model it is necessary to determine how the colour com-
ponents of any RGB video camera influence in relation to
its HSV space. Since, the HSV model is defined from RGB
model, by:

hHSV ¼

( g�b
maxðr;g;bÞ�minðr;g;bÞ if r ¼ maxðr; g; bÞ

b�r
maxðr;g;bÞ�minðr;g;bÞ þ 2 if g ¼ maxðr; g; bÞ

r�g
maxðr;g;bÞ�minðr;g;bÞ þ 4 if b ¼ maxðr; g; bÞ

sHSV ¼ maxðr; g; bÞ �minðr; g; bÞ
maxðr; g; bÞ

vHSV ¼ maxðr; g; bÞ

(1)

Furthermore, we use the HSV colour space because it
represents the saturation better than other models LHS such
as HLS, although it has worse representation of the in-
tensity of brightness. HLS is geometrically a double cone
whose vertices identify the maximum and minimum values
of brightness.

2.2 Bi-dimensional histogram, V/S

The histogram is probably one of the most widely tools
used to analyze the information of each component of
colour (or grey scale) from images. The classic histogram
shows the concentration of the grey levels in a digital
image. A histogram of a colour image is a set of three
histograms where each colour component has its own
representation which shows the distribution of its pixels in
relation to the value of colour intensity. Unfortunately, the
classic histogram does not relate information among com-
ponents of colour. However, the bi-dimensional histograms
are able of obtaining a relation between two given com-
ponents. This type of histogram acquires certain impor-
tance when segmentation methods based on HSV space are
applied.



In particular, it is important to point out two bi-di-
mensional histograms commonly called as V/S and H/S
histograms. In this paper, we have only used the V/S
histogram.

Since, the V/S bi-dimensional histogram is a histogram
with two Cartesian variables: value of brightness intensity
and saturation. Its aim is to provide a simple and intuitive
tool for performing partitions of chromatic information
separating it from the achromatic [14, 15]. The analysis of
this histogram and the application of thresholds allow us to
extract highlights and different levels of shadows. There-
fore, the thresholding with small saturation threshold levels
detects regions of the image with dull colours, for example
the shadows and the brightness with low intensity value. A
highlight could be detected choosing a low saturation value
and a high intensity value, and a shadow could be seg-
mented taking a low saturation value and a low intensity
value. The building and analysis of V/S bi-dimensional
histogram help to verify the distribution of highlights and
shadows in images (Fig. 1).

3 Segmentation multi-threshold combined

3.1 Segmentation with RGB and HSV spaces

The segmentation used with RGB or HSV spaces is based
on the detection of thresholds from the map of colour
components RGB or HSV respectively. In robotic environ-
ments, the segmentation process by thresholding is often
complex due to the lack of a previous knowledge. Thus,
problems such as the difficulty to know the number of
components which compose the object or objects, the effect
of undesired shadows and highlights, the fact that the
colours can be more or less complex, and the several kinds
of textures and size of objects as well as the overlapping
between object-components among other many situations
can complicate this process.

This means that the election of a small number of
thresholds causes the sub-segmentation, and consequently
less wished regions are detected, or the election of many
thresholds forces to the over-segmentation, which origi-
nates more regions of those that can be of our interest. Both
situations can take place due to two reasons: the existence
of shadows and highlights, and the similarity of the colour
objects or of the object-components which compose them.

The thresholding of each colour component, RGB or
HSV, has been carried out by means of the automatic
detection of several thresholds with the Otu’s method [16].
The Otsu’s method is based on statistical and spatial
information and it requires that the histogram consists of
only Gaussian distributions. This method has to select a set
of thresholds. The thresholds are used to divide the pixels
of an image into several region-classes. We have con-
sidered one, the minimum number of thresholds for each
component, and three the maximum. It has been done in
this way because, at least, it is possible to separate an object
from the background in all colour components and this can
be made with only one threshold. And the maximum num-
ber is three because there are 64 possible region-classes
when 3 thresholds for each colour component are used. The
64 region-classes are sufficient to segment an image of an
assembly. The number of different region-classes is de-
termined by:

nC ¼
Ync
k¼1

nuk þ 1ð Þ (2)

where nc indicates the layer number in image. For colour
images, there are always 3 layers and they correspond to
the basic components: red, green and blue in RGB, or hue,
saturation and brightness intensity in HSV. And, nuk,
references the number of thresholds detected for each
component.

The methodology used is derived from statistical and
spatial information of histograms. The selection is a
variation of the conventional Otsu’s method [16], and it
is based on the concepts of within-class, between-class
variances and Gaussian’s distributions. The computation of
thresholds levels is calculated with a recursive approach to
automate Otsu’s method [17]. The recursive method allows
us to segment without any constraints on the number of
object-components as it happened in the method presented
in [13].

The multilevel thresholding used permits to discrimi-
nate image pixels by dividing the original image into sev-
eral region-classes, CO ¼ 1;:::; u1f g;C u1 þ 1;:::; u2f g;:::;
Cn ¼ un;:::; L� 1f g , where L is the maximum value of
intensity in the image, and where each region-class groups
all the pixels with similar value of intensity to reach
threshold detected by Otsu’s method. The set of thresholds
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Fig. 1 The V/S Histogram for
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detected is denoted by U={u1,u2,...,un}. The way Otsu
chooses the optimal thresholds, U, in order to partition the
region-classes, so that the variance between region-classes,
σ2, is maximized, U ¼ argmax

1�u1<u2<...<un<L
�2

� �
; that is:

�2 ¼
Xn
k¼1

!k �k � �Tð Þ2 (3)

where,

�k ¼
X
i2Ck

i � pi
�
!k (4)

!k ¼
X
i2Ck

pi ;!k ¼
Xu1
i¼1

pi;:::; !n ¼
XL�1

i¼unþ1

pi (5)

�T ¼
X
i2Ck

�k ¼
XL�1

i¼1

i � pi (6)

Let, μK, be the mean intensity for classes, CK; ωK, the
probability that a pixel belongs to the class, CK, μT, the
mean intensity for the whole image, and pi are pixels with
value of intensity i.

The segmentation from RGB image is based on thresh-
olding each colour component using the set U, separately,
but previously each colour component has been smoothed
to improve each histogram and thus obtaining the thresh-
olds with more success and precision. The smoothing is
realized by averaging of the values of intensity from image
pixels contained in a 5×5 neighbourhood.

Therefore, three sets of thresholds will be obtained. So,
the number of region-classes, in which the image has been
partitioned, is determined as stated in (2). In the segmen-
tation process, the colours are assigned according to the
values of intensity, epij;k; for each colour component, k,
depending on the number of thresholds obtained, nuk.
Figure 2 shows the thresholded and coloured process from
sample image for each colour component.

epij;k ¼ 0 if pij;k �u1;k
L
nuk

� n if un;k<pij;k � unþ1;k

L� 1 if pij;k>unuk ;k

; n ¼ 1:::nuk

8><>:
(7)

Afterwards, we joint each thresholded colour component
with Otsu’s method and we colours them according to Eq.
(7). In addition, each pixel of segmented colour image is
codified as C={c1,c2,c3}, where ck can take only values
from epij;k , and, the different codifications determine a
possible region-class, Ckf gnCk¼1. Figure 2b shows the result-
ing image after thresholding of each colour component,
and Fig. 2d shows the clustered image after the images
represented in Fig. 2b have been jointed and coloured in a
segmented image (Fig. 2c).

Once the original image has been segmented (Fig. 2c), it
is necessary to reduce the number of region-classes, nC,
since an excessive segmentation can partition an image up
to 64 region-classes. Then, we fuse region-classes using a
cluster process based on statistical concepts and criteria
such as variance, average and Euclidean distance (Fig. 2d).
This process is similar to the one commented in [13] but
generalized for an undetermined number of thresholds, nc.

Another approach employed to segment images is based
on applying the same principles used for RGB but using the
HSV model. The first step is the transformation from the
RGB image to HSV image, obtaining its three colour
components (hue, saturation and brightness intensity).
These three resultant monochrome images are analyzed to
make the segmentation.

The detection of objects and their components from
colour images captured in scenes where a robot manip-
ulates them, for example in disassembly tasks, is too com-
plex. For this reason, and to simplify the detection problem,
we have supposed that the lack of chromaticity from colour
images acquired is due to two basic situations: existence of
zones of shadows and zones of highlights in the image.
This type of information (shadows and highlights) is
analyzed with the construction of the V/S bi-dimensional
histogram. The V/S histogram determines according to its
distribution of saturations and brightness values, what
thresholds are the most suitable not to consider shadows
and highlights. If the set of Otsu’s thresholds detected isU=
{u1,u2,...,un} and the distributions of saturations and
brightness determine ts. The factor, ts, is the threshold
which delimits the zones with low saturation, where the
dull colours appear (Fig. 1).

On the one hand, it is very important to emphasize that,
if a component or object has a zone of shadows, it must not
be added as if it was part of the area of the component or
object. On the other hand, a same component or object with
different zones of shadows must not be segmented as dif-
ferent region-classes. The HSV space colour provides
simpler and more intuitive information about lack of chro-
maticity than the RGB space. The low saturation defines
this lack of chromaticity.

Considering a similar scheme to the one used in the RGB
segmentation, the algorithm steps are shown as follows:

1. Transforming RGB to HSV image (Fig. 3a) to separate
each component, H, S, V, and smooth them to eliminate
discontinuities into the histogram. Eq. (1) is used to
this transformation.

2. Detecting the Otsu thresholds, nuk, for each component
k={H,S,V} (Fig. 3b). We have used Eqs. (3) to (6), and
have maximized σ2.

3. Selecting the most suitable thresholds for the chromatic
segmentation among all the detected ones by Otsu’s
method. This is done by means of V/S bi-dimensional
histogram and fixing the zone delimited by ts (Fig. 1).

4. Each pixel is codified with a code C={c1,c2,c3}, where
ck takes value using the Eq. (3). Thus a CK set of
region-classes is formed (Fig. 3c).



Fig. 2 a Original image of
assembled object-components.
b Thresholding for each com-
ponent of colour. c Detected
regions by segmentation RGB.
d Clustered Regions

Fig. 3 a Original image of
assembled object-components.
b Thresholding for hue, satura-
tion and intensity. c Detected
regions by HSV segmentation.
d Clustered Regions by means of
hue

Fig. 4 a Original image of
assembled object-components.
bDetected regions byRGB-HSV
segmentation and clustering



5. A cluster process is applied to reduce the number of
region-classes. This is done looking for homogeneity
regions and grouping them. The criterion to fuse the
grouped regions is simpler than in the RGB model.
Only, the variance measures and standard deviation
with respect to average value of chromaticity are used.
The information of chromaticity is kept into the polar
component of hue, H. This step is applied for each
region-class detected at step 4.

6. The clustered region-classes are coloured, allocating as
colour the average of value of hue for each one
(Fig. 3d).

An analysis and interpretation of segmented image with
the three different approaches, shows the impossibility to
avoid a bad segmentation due to shadows and highlights
(Fig. 2d) with RGB segmentation. This is because the three
colour component (r,g,b) represent intensity values. In
contrast, the second method based on HSV and the V/S
histogram solves this problem but it requieres that the
colours are transformed for display (Fig. 3d) and there is a
lost of realism because it is only considered the information
of hue for clustering.

However, the hybrid RGB-HSV segmentation combines
these two colour spaces to segment and it overcomes the
disadvantages of both. (Fig. 4b). Thus, the hybrid approach
can hadle information to segment images with shadows and
highlihts thanks to V/S histogram and in addition it can
cluster without an excessive loss of real colour.

3.2 Segmentation with RGB-HSV joined

The advantage that offers the RGB segmentation multi-
threshold is based mainly on its capacity to detect chro-
matic information. This information can have diverse tones
of colour including the achromatic, grey scale. For exam-
ple, it is possible to detect object-components whose colour
is a tone of grey: these are the screws in Fig. 2, but also, the
RGB segmentation forces to detect regions of shadows and
highlights in same way that these regions were object-
components. In this type of segmentation, the shadows and
highlights are considered object-components of a certain
grey colour when they are not that (Fig. 3c,d).

Nevertheless the HSV method shown previously, per-
mits to detect colour objects without considering the zones
of shadows and highlights in images. These zones are
rejected as object-components valued due to its achromatic
characteristic. Sometimes, this supposes a disadvantage
since an object or component of grey colour will be not
detected correctly because it will be considered as either
shadow or reflect. This case is shown in Fig. 3a–c where it
is possible to observe that the screws have not been de-
tected. In addition, the HSV method works with its three
components (hue, saturation and brightness) disconnected.
This fact causes a loss of the general view of colour in-
formation. The three components of HSV space are not
associated among them and a major difficulty of segmen-
tation and cluster processes of colour image have been

shown. Fig. 3d shows a segmented image with colours very
different to its sample image shown in Fig. 3a.

A combination of the RGB and HSV methods has been
chosen after proving both methods separately. This new
method consists of two steps. Initially, the objects or theirs
components in the image are detected using the RGB
segmentation commented in the section 3.1. And finally, a
post-segmentation from RGB segmented image is realized
using the information that provides the components of the
HSV space and the analysis of the V/S histogram (Fig. 1).

Thus, the new segmentation searches for detecting all the
objects in the image although these almost do not have
chromaticity, as well as it has also the aim of eliminating
the shadows and highlights as far as possible to obtain
regions more homogeneous.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the result of combining both
colour spaces, guarantees more realistic and not so artificial
colours as those obtained when the HSV model or RGB
model is only used. In the RGB-HSV model, the clustering
process is carried out with the three colour components of
the RGB space. This way, the colours are less synthetic and
more similar to the colours of the original image. Fur-
thermore, the use of components of HSV space and the V/S
bi-dimensional histogram corrects some situations of illu-
mination, highlights on the background and slight shad-
ows, permitting more successful segmentations. The new
combined method improves the clustering process, avoid-
ing the fusion of not homogenous regions which can appear
in the single RGB segmentation, as can be seen in Figs. 4b
and 5.

Figure 5 shows the experimental results of applying the
method HSV-RGB colour segmentation from sample
image represented in Fig. 4a. The number of detected
region-classes has been 16 of 64 with 3 thresholds for each
component. And the clustering process has reduced to 6
region-classes.

4 Detection of occlusions of assembled components

Once the object components have been segmented and
separated by regions of colour, it is important to identify
the possible contact zones among the different object-
components which compose the assembly. These contact
zones determine the candidate parts of regions where there
can be an overlapping and/or occlusion. Thus, first, it is
necessary to delimit the pre-search regions where there can
be contact among object-components in the segmented
images. And, second, to eliminate the pre-search regions
which do not correspond to overlapping zones among ob-
ject-components, according to its characteristics. This way,
the pre-search space is restricted for reducing the amount of
false zones of overlapping or occlusion.

Therefore, in this stage of processing, an edge detector is
used to restrinct and delimit the pre-search regions to the
zones where there are significant changes of colour. In
order to locate the pre-search regions where there are pos-
sible overlappings, a space of search formed by all those
zones where the gradient of the colour components is a



local maximum, is computed. Then, the pre-search regions
are determined by the pixels pertaining to detected edges
using the Canny’s detector [18]. In the literature, there are
other edge detection methods as the Cumani’s detector
[19]. The principal advantage of Cumani’s detector is the
detection of edges in multispectral images, such as RGB
images. We have considered the Canny’s method instead of
Cumani’s method for computational cost reasons. An
optimal detection by the Cumani’s detector needs the three
colour components and Canny’s detector only works with
the componet of intensity and therefore this last one is more

express to execute. The intensity is i ¼ r þ g þ bð Þ�3
and ν=max{r,g,b} for RGB images and HSV images,
respectively.

Nevertheless, the Canny’s detector considers edges
which do not belong to overlapping and/or oclusion. For
this reason, once calculated the edges of Canny which
determine the pre-search space, the edges whose char-
acteristics determine that are not of interest are rejected.
The rejected edges are those which can never belong to
overlapping zones and/or occlusion.

Thus, an edge is rejected and not considered like part of
an overlapping when it separates any colour region of
another region that has the colour of the background. The
colour regions and colour of the background are computed
according to Section 3. That is to say, the rejected edges are
those which are part of the contour of all the set of object-
components that compose the assembly. To do it, the pre-
search space is reduced to the proximity of the edges which
are inner to the object-components of the assembly. Since,
these inner edges are the limits of candidate overlapping
regions.

Concluding, there are two types of edges that belong to
the pre-search space of overlapping. On the one hand, the
edges which constitute the contour of the assembly like an

object made up of a set of object-components, called ex-
ternal edges, and, on the other hand, the edges of the
contour of each object-component, called internal edges.
The occlusion is generally part of an overlapping and these
phenomenona are determined by the detection of internal
edges. Therefore the external edges can be rejected to
compute the occlusion zones.

Figure 6, shows an example of detection for occlusion
zones among components of an assembly.

Nextly, the steps to explain the process of detection and
identification of overlappings with occlusion, are detailed:

1. To read segmented image in Section 3: This image
represents each object-component that compose the
assembly of an object separated among themselves and
separated of background.

2. To detect internal and external edges using the Canny’s
detector.

3. To link the calculated edge points by Canny’s detector.
The edge points are joined into lists of sequential edge
points, during a labelling process. Thus, there is one
list for each edge of contour discarding the contours
with a small amount of pixels.
The process consists in scanning through the image of
Canny searching of edge points. When, an edge point
is found, the rest of near edge points are looked for
using a 8-connected mask. Then, all found edge points,
around the neighbourhoods in the same direction of
search are labelled like points of the same contour. The
objective is checking all the edge points associated
with a start point edge and grouping them if they are in
the same direction of search, until there are not any
points in that direction. When no more points can be
connected throughout that direction of search, the
process returns to the start point and tracks in the
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opposite direction. Finally, a check for the overall
number of edge points found is made and the edge is
ignored if it is too short.

4. To fit the contours (labelled linked edge points) by
means of straight line segments. The fitting is made
using the distance between pixels as a criterion.

5. To merge segments. In this step, the straight line seg-
ments are checked seeking to merge segments together.
The segments are merged if the orientation difference
is less than orientation angle of reference, and the ends
of the segments are a distance smaller than a given
tolerance.

6. To distinguish internal edges and external edges. In
order to be able to differentiate them, the segments of
contour are tracked and its colour values of its neigh-
bourhoods are tested for each one of its edge points.
With the purpose of reducing the computational cost,

three significant points are only used throughout each
segment of contour, the ends and the midpoint between
them. For each point, the number of different colours
within a vecinity area is verified. The number of these
colours and its type of colour determine if the edge is
internal or external. Whenever an edge is external it is
rejected like overlapping zone. And, if an edge is in-
ternal, then it is verified if it determines a possible
overlapping zone. An edge point belongs to an external
edge if there is a significant percentage of pixels with
the same colour as the background. It is important to
emphasize that during the segmentation process, fail-
ures can appear due to little homogeneity in the colour
of the segmented object-components. This problem is
avoided by not considering the colours with percent-
age of pixels below a quota of tolerance (aprox.
0.15%).

Fig. 7 a Edges detector. b Edge
points for searching. c Types of
detected edges points. d Types
of edges with overlapping
and possible occlusions

Fig. 6 Detail of overlapping
with occluded partially region



In Fig. 7, an example of detected partial occlusions is
shown. This sequence of processing is determined by the
above-described steps. Firstly, the edge points are detected
and linked, afterwards, the space for searching is computed
and, finally, the kind of edges with overlapping or occlu-
sions are computed.

This method is constrained to use colour information,
therefore the principal problem can be defined in terms of
detecting the possible overlaping or occlusions in grayscale
images. The principal motivations to work with colour
images instead of using grayscale images is due to the
difficulty to segment the highlights and shadows appearing
in them. A shadow in grayscale can be confused with
another level of darker gray or sure gray, respectively. For
future projects, a possible solution to surpass this limitation
consists in incorporating structured light to identify these
types of regions. Furthermore, the use of the structured
light will suppose a new motivation to improve the de-
tection of occlusions in colour images. Structured light
could help to distinguish between an occlusion without
contact, in which an object-component hides another one
depending on the viewpoint, and the oclussion with con-
tact, in which two or more object-components overlap each
other.

5 Conclusions

The artificial vision systems are an important part of the
sensorization and supervision processes for disassembly
tasks. Using computer vision techniques not only permits
to determine which element is the product and which are

theirs components to be disassembled, but also permits to
improve the design and construction of the graphs [20] or
schemes which model the sequence [21, 22] of tasks during
the disassembly. In this work, an approach based on region
segmentation combining the RGB-HSV colour spaces and
an edges detector is presented to detect overlapping and
occlusion zones in disassembly tasks.

The presented method implements a multi-thresholding
segmentation in each of the components of a RGB-colour
image and it uses the information of hue, saturation and
intensity of its equivalent HSV-colour image which have
been segmented with multi-thresholding, too. This method
is novel because it combines information about the two
colour spaces HSV and RGB. In addition, it uses tools as
the bi-dimensional histograms V/S to segment better with
certain chromaticity.

Furthermore, the experiments demonstrate that the
method RGB-HSV colour segmentation obtains better re-
sults than the single HSVor RGB segmentation more often.
That is to say, for RGB-HSV segmentation, the colours
obtained are as realistic as in the simple RGB, and they do
not have so many problems of shadows and colours fusion
in the clustering stage that union significant region-classes
produce (Figs. 4 and 8). This fact facilitates the recognition
and supervision of the objects and its components during
the disassembly tasks.

Finally, an approach mixing the detected edges and
segmented regions with the RGB-HSV is presented to de-
tect overlapping and partial occlusions. The detection of
overlapping and/or partial occlusions simplifies the disas-
sembly process because it reduces the complexity of the
graph that models the movements’ sequence of disassem-

Fig. 8 Several views of the
segmented assembly



bly and, in addition it improves the recognition process.
This is the reason of that the disassembly order for each
object-component depends on how many object-compo-
nents are located upon others.
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